Independent Australian and
International titles for your readers
New Releases: January - February 2020
Books for all ages

The Other Brother

ISBN: 9781925563689

RRP: $24.99
Author: Penny Jaye, Illustrated by Heidi Cooper Smith
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 28/02/2020
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 22.8 x 22.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: Jayden James thought his family of five was perfect –
until last Wednesday when Mitchell David arrived. Now the car’s too small,
picnics are ruined and no one’s paying attention to Jayden anymore. Jayden
knows something needs to be done. And he’s the only one who can do it! A gentle story about acceptance,
belonging and what it means to be family.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Family / Siblings (JUV013070)

The Justice Project

ISBN: 9781459822504

RRP: $24.95
Author: Michael Betcherman
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 256 | Size: 13.97 x 20.95 cm
DESCRIPTION: High-school football star Matt Barnes was on the top of the world until
a freak snowboarding accident ending his promising sports career and left him with a
permanent limp. As he struggles to accept his changed body, Matt becomes depressed
and isolated. Instead of college football camp, he faces a summer job at the local golf
club. Then by chance Matt lands an internship at the Justice Project, an organization that defends the wrongly
convicted. The other intern is his high-school nemesis, Sonya Livingstone, a quick-witted social activist with
little time for jock culture. The two slowly develop a friendship as they investigate the case of Ray Richardson,
who was convicted of murdering his parents twenty-one years ago. Matt and Sonya are soon convinced that
Ray is innocent—but how will they prove it? Unraveling the cold case takes them on a journey filled with twists,
turns, deception and danger. It will take dedication, perseverance and courage to unmask the real murderer.
Can those same qualities help Matt move on to a life not defined by football?
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Careers, Occupations, Internships (YAF008000)
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The Find

ISBN: 9780648250333

RRP: $15.00
Author: Teena Raffa-Mulligan | Publisher: Sea Song Publications
Release Date: 31/01/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 70 | Size: 12.5 x 20.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Jake can’t believe his luck when he finds a strange object at the
beach. It is shaped like a banana, gleams like a copper coin, crackles and pops and
is getting hotter by the minute. The story about a flying saucer crashing in Pelican Bay
must be true and this is an alien object. There is only one thing for four cousins to do take home The Find and study it in secret. Strange things begin to happen to Jake and the cousins have to
figure out how to return him to normal before the grownups find out. But just when they think their problems
are over, The Find’s owner turns up and wants it back. It might have been best to leave the strange object
where they found it…
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Science Fiction / Alien Contact (JUV053010)

The Taste of Rain

ISBN: 9781459820265

RRP: $19.95
Author: Monique Polak | Publisher: Orca Book Publishers
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 224 | Size: 12.7 x 19.05 cm
DESCRIPTION: It is 1945, and thirteen-year-old Gwen has been a prisoner at the
Weihsien Internment Camp in northern China for nearly two and a half years. Gwen
is one of 140 children who were enrolled at a boarding school in Chefoo when the
Japanese Imperial Army invaded China.
Life in the camp is difficult. There is not enough food or water, and even the children are forced to do hard
labor. But Miss E., one of their teachers from Chefoo, has come up with an unusual scheme: she will follow
the Girl Guide Code, treating Gwen and her friends as if they are part of a Girl Guide troop. Girl Guides
promise not only to stay positive in the most challenging situations but also to do good turns, meaning they
must be kind to others without any expectation of reward. Gwendolyn hopes that when she grows up, she
will be as courageous and optimistic as Miss E.
But then Gwen learns that Miss E. is not as full of answers as she seems, and she realizes that in order to
protect a friend, she will have to do something that could never be considered a good turn.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Historical / Asia (JUV016030)

Jack and Mia

ISBN: 9781925563801

RRP: $14.99
Author: Robert Vescio, Illustrated by Claire Richards
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 15/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 22 x 22 cm

Also Available
in Hardback
9781925139730

DESCRIPTION: Jack and Mia are best friends. They stick together like paper
and glue. Then the unthinkable happens ... Mia’s family has to move away. How
can they prove that distance is no barrier to friendship? A heartwarming story
about loneliness, acceptance and the separation of close friends.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship (JUV039060)
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Around Australia in 30 Places

ISBN: 9781925563757

RRP: $16.99
Author: Rochelle Manners, Illustrated by Various
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 21.0 x 29.7 cm
DESCRIPTION: Attention! Attention! Calling all young adventurers. Starting
in Brisbane, Wombat travels Australia, telling readers what makes the location
special. Wombat slops on some sunscreen to visit the beaches of Gold Coast. He
spots a roo at Taronga Zoo and gets out his cricket bat to play at Adelaide Oval.
Each page is beautifully and individually illustrated by Australian school children.
Take a journey with Wombat around Australia in 30 places.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / People & Places / Australia & Oceania (JNF038030)

Brown Bear Starts School

ISBN: 9780807507735

RRP: $29.95
Author: Sue Tarsky, Illustrated by Marina Aizen
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm

helps his friends, too.

DESCRIPTION: Brown Bear is nervous. Today is his very first day of school.
What if his classmates don’t like him? What if he can’t hear the teacher? What if
he doesn’t have the right clothes? His mother does her best to reassure him but it
isn’t until Brown Bear learns that he can do things for himself that he relaxes and

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / School & Education (JUV035000)

The Phone Booth in Mr. Hirota’s Garden
RRP: $34.95

ISBN: 9781459821033

Author: Heather Smith, Illustrated by Rachel Wada
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 19.7 x 27.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: When the tsunami destroyed Makio’s village, Makio lost his father...
and his voice. The entire village is silenced by grief, and the young child’s anger
at the ocean grows. Then one day his neighbor, Mr. Hirota, begins a mysterious
project—building a phone booth in his garden. At first Makio is puzzled; the phone
isn’t connected to anything. It just sits there, unable to ring. But as more and more villagers are drawn to
the phone booth, its purpose becomes clear to Makio: the disconnected phone is connecting people to their
lost loved ones. Makio calls to the sea to return what it has taken from him and ultimately finds his voice and
solace in a phone that carries words on the wind.
The Phone Booth in Mr. Hirota’s Garden is inspired by the true story of the wind phone in Otsuchi, Japan,
which was created by artist Itaru Sasaki. He built the phone booth so he could speak to his cousin who had
passed, saying, “My thoughts couldn’t be relayed over a regular phone line, I wanted them to be carried on
the wind.” The Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in 2011 destroyed the town of Otsuchi, claiming 10 percent
of the population. Residents of Otsuchi and pilgrims from other affected communities have been traveling
to the wind phone since the tsunami.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature / Disasters (JUV029030)
All prices include GST
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Build Early Learning Skills with
Paired Fiction/Non-Fiction Readers

Science All Around Me
Science All Around Me (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)
Author: Margo Gates | Illustrator: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 16 | Size: 14.6 x 20.32 cm
RRP: $12.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: What do you love about each season? With carefully leveled text and vibrant illustrations,
emergent readers follow the characters of these fictional stories as they experience the joys of the four
seasons.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Technology (JUV036000)
ISBN: 9781541573376

In the Garden
DESCRIPTION: Learn about all the things in George’s garden in this fun story featuring
carefully leveled text and colorful illustrations appropriate for emergent readers.
ISBN: 9781541573390

Making Tea
DESCRIPTION: In this story featuring carefully leveled text and vibrant illustrations, a
boy and his grandpa make tea, showing younger readers how the different states of
matter interact in everyday life.
ISBN: 9781541573345

Mia Can See Patterns
DESCRIPTION: From spiderwebs to salamanders, find all kinds of different patterns
in nature along with Mia. This title features carefully leveled text and bright illustrations
ideal for beginning readers.
ISBN: 9781541573369

Milo and the Ball
DESCRIPTION: Featuring fun illustrations and carefully leveled text, this story about
Milo the dog playing with his owner is perfect for younger readers to see force and
motion in action.
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ISBN: 9781541573383

Emily’s Pumpkin
DESCRIPTION: Emergent readers will have fun helping Emily pick the perfect pumpkin
from the patch in this charming story that features carefully leveled text and engaging
illustrations.
ISBN: 9781541573352

Hungry Little Bear
DESCRIPTION: Emergent readers will enjoy learning about all the different foods that
hungry Little Bear likes to eat in this charming story with colorful illustrations and carefully
leveled text.

Science All Around Me (Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 16 | Size: 14.6 x 20.32 cm
RRP: $12.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Inspire young scientists with these introductions to concepts such as
food chains, forces and motion, life cycles, states of matter, and more. With simple
text structures and close photo-text matches, these readers are designed to develop
nonfiction reading skills.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature (JNF051000)
Apple Seeds
ISBN: 9781541573314

Pull and Push
ISBN: 9781541573291

Nature Walk
ISBN: 9781541573338

Nature Has Spots
IBSN: 9781541573307

Changing Water
ISBN: 9781541573321

What Eats What
ISBN: 9781541573284

All prices include GST
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Build Early Learning Skills with
Paired Fiction/Non-Fiction Readers

Seasons All Around Me
Seasons All Around Me (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)
Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Brian Hartley and Lisa Hunt | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 16 | Size: 14.6 x 20.32 cm
RRP: $12.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: What do you love about each season? With carefully leveled text and vibrant illustrations,
emergent readers follow the characters of these fictional stories as they experience the joys of the four
seasons.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Concepts / Seasons (JUV009100)
ISBN: 9781541573413

Fall Colors
DESCRIPTION: Find the colors of fall along with Sam and his dog Maya in this charming
story featuring carefully leveled text and colorful illustrations appropriate for emergent
readers.
ISBN: 9781541573406

Maya Likes the Beach
DESCRIPTION: Find the colors of fall along with Sam and his dog Maya in this charming
story featuring carefully leveled text and colorful illustrations appropriate for emergent
readers.
ISBN: 9781541573420

Snow Clothes
DESCRIPTION: Get dressed up for playing in the snow along with the family in this
story. This title features carefully leveled text and vibrant illustrations ideal for beginning
readers.
ISBN: 9781541573437

The Egg
DESCRIPTION: Emergent readers will have fun helping George discover who the egg
belongs to in this engaging story with colorful illustrations and carefully leveled text.
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Seasons All Around Me (Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 16 | Size: 14.6 x 20.32 cm
RRP: $12.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Emergent readers will become careful observers of the seasons in
these simple, informational texts. High-frequency words and predictive text structures
help students grasp new vocabulary and build nonfiction reading skills.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Concepts / Seasons (JNF013090)
Winter Fun
ISBN: 9781541573475
We Like the Summer
ISBN: 9781541573468

Spring Flowers
ISBN: 9781541573451

Fall Leaves
ISBN: 9781541573444

Other Paired Fiction/Non-Fiction Early Readers Series

Let’s Look at Animal Habitats
Let’s Look at Weather
Teaching Notes Also Available
See page 6-9 of September 2019 Catalogue

All prices include GST
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Under Our Clothes:
Our First Talk About Our Bodies

ISBN: 9781459820975

(The World Around Us)

RRP: $34.95
Author: Jillian Roberts, Illustrated by Jane Heinrichs
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 25.4 x 21.59 cm
DESCRIPTION: This illustrated non-fiction picture book by child psychologist Dr. Jillian Roberts introduces
children to the topics of bodies, body safety and body image through a conversation-based story that begins
with an observation at the community pool. Modesty, privacy and boundaries are discussed, along with how
self-image is formed and how some people are more sensitive than others—sometimes at different stages
in their lives. Relevant themes around body shaming, body positivity and self-esteem building are explored,
with a final call to action empowering children to build their own confidence and speak up when something
doesn’t feel right.
The World Around Us series introduces children to complex cultural, social and environmental issues that
they may encounter outside the comfort of their homes, in a way that is straightforward and accessible.
Sidebars offer further reading for older children who have bigger questions or care providers looking for
more information. For younger children, the simple question-and-answer format of the main text will provide
a foundation of knowledge on the subject matter.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Concepts / Body (JNF013110)

ALSO AVAILABLE IN The World Around Us SERIES ($34.99 EA)

TITLE
On Our Street
On the Internet
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ISBN
9781459816176
9781459820944

TITLE
On The News
On the Playground

ISBN
9781459817845
9781459820913
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Orca Currents
Short, high-interest novels with contemporary themes written specifically for middle-school students
reading below grade level. Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 5.0. Interest level ages 10–14.

Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 144 | Size: 10.8 x 17.8 cm
RRP: $16.95 ea

Just Three

ISBN: 9781459821699

Author: Lorna Schultz Nicholson
DESCRIPTION: Before Rory and Jillian’s mother died two years ago, she hired
Rebecca to be the family housekeeper. But Rebecca is a terrible cook and not so
great at housework either. The weird lunches and laundry disasters drive the twins
crazy. One day Jillian catches her father flirting with Rebecca and decides it’s time to
find him a girlfriend. Rory disagrees. But eventually he goes along with the idea, and
they create a profile for their father on an online dating site. Dad is very reluctant, but
Jillian gets him to agree to go on three dates before giving up. Each date turns out to
be more disastrous than the last.
Will Rory and Jillian manage to find their dad the perfect match? Or was the answer right in front of them
the whole time?
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Dating & Relationships (JUV039190)

Iggy’s World

ISBN: 9781459821392

Author: Gail Anderson-Dargatz
DESCRIPTION: Fourteen-year-old Iggy comes from a famous family. Well, sort of.
His dad directs a cheesy sci-fi Web series, his mom writes for it, and his sister has
a successful YouTube channel. Iggy doesn’t have the acting bug, so he feels like an
outsider. Wanting to prove himself, Iggy starts his own podcast about what interests
him: insects.
But it’s not until Iggy embarrasses his famous sister on air that his podcast really takes
off. He’s thrilled with his own success, until she fires back. Now it’s all-out war.
Iggy’s World is an exploration of the age-old problem artists face: when we find inspiration from our real
lives, what will our friends and family think? And, of course, just how much of our private lives do we really
want to reveal online?
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Family / Siblings (JUV013070)

All prices include GST
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Who Is Tanksy?

ISBN: 9781459820852

Author: Bev Katz Rosenbaum
DESCRIPTION: Fourteen-year-old Tanya Kofsky is invisible. She hates that no one
listens to her, at home or at her new school. So as student elections get underway,
Tanya starts secretly painting controversial images on the walls of the school. Soon
everyone is talking about this amazing artist with a lot to say.
The election results turn out to be a catalyst for more rebellion. And not just from
students. Teachers, tired of the principal’s authoritarian leadership, start promoting
self-expression. Even the lunch ladies join in, ignoring the strictly controlled menu and
serving more nutritious and culturally diverse fare.
But can this revolution effect real change? Or will speaking up lead to complete disaster?
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance (JUV039140)

Double Trouble

ISBN: 9781459821330

Author: Joanne Levy
DESCRIPTION: Victoria Adelman is lonely. Her best friend has moved away, leaving
her to spend the summer alone. One day, on her way home from a bat mitzvah, she
meets Jazzy, her next-door neighbors’ granddaughter. Tori hopes her friendless status
is about to change.
Later, in her garden, she meets Jazzy again, but Jazzy doesn’t recognize the filthy,
smelly girl as the one she met earlier. In a moment of insecurity, Tori tells Jazzy that
the girl she met before was her twin sister, Vicky. Tori is sure she can fake being that
girl in the dress—it’s only for two weeks.
But then Jazzy announces she’s staying with her grandparents for the school year. Tori needs to figure out
what to do: come clean and lose her new friend, or live her life as a fake.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship (JUV039060)

Kung Fu Master

ISBN: 9781459822467

Author: Marty Chan
DESCRIPTION: Everyone assumes that because he’s Chinese, Jon Wong must be
good at math and science and a first-class nerd. No matter how hard he tries, he can’t
seem to shake the stereotypes. After a kung fu action movie, Jon and his best buddy
pretend to be martial-arts warriors. Word soon spreads that Jon is a kung fu master,
and the kids begin to treat him differently. Rather than correct the mistake, Jon plays up
the role and basks in the positive attention from his classmates. But when the school
bully challenges him to prove his skills, Jon must figure out a way to somehow keep his
status as the cool kid. Without getting pulverized.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance (JUV039140)
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Orca Sports
Stories that engage middle-schoolers and teens with fast-paced plots and easy-to-read language. Topics
include a variety of team and individual sports. Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 4.5; Interest level ages 10+.

Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 160 | Size: 10.8 x 17.8 cm
RRP: $16.95 ea

Boil Line

ISBN: 9781459818439

Author: M.J. McIsaac
DESCRIPTION: Camp Clearwater is home to best friends Nate, Owen and Mercy. They
practically grew up on the Starling River. But the summer they turn sixteen an incident
forces the camp to close its doors. Mike Elliot, the river guide who taught the teens
everything they know, is lost to the rapids. A tragic accident, everyone agrees. Except for
Nate. Mike was the best kayaker he’d ever met. The smartest. The safest. He respected
and loved the river, and as far as Nate is concerned, the river loved Mike back. If his
instructor was pulled under by the Starling, then Nate is sure foul play was involved. To
find the truth, Nate must face his greatest fears as he retraces Mike’s final run through
the Black Hole, the most treacherous waters on the Starling.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Sports & Recreation / Camping & Outdoor Activities (JUV032170)

Kick Start

ISBN: 9781459818132

Author: Michele Martin Bossley
DESCRIPTION: When Mitch Harding makes an impulse buy, he really goes big. He
spends his entire savings on a wrecked dirt bike after witnessing a rider crash it at an
Endurocross race. He is now the proud owner of a used bike, one that needs a lot of
work. With the help of his uncle, an ex-pro rider, and new friend Kelsey, a championship
rider herself, they get the bike up and running. But a bet with the previous owner
threatens to strip Mitch of his hard-earned vehicle. Whoever wins the next race gets to
keep the bike.
Mitch is determined to win. But partway through the race he discovers Kelsey lying on the trail, her bike on
its side. With serious injuries and no way to get help, Kelsey has no choice but to ride out. But as Mitch and
Kelsey push to get off the mountain, the path to safety gets more complicated.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Sports & Recreation (JUV032000)

All prices include GST
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Full STEAM Ahead!
Full STEAM Ahead! is an innovative literacy series for early readers that
provides an introduction to STEAM subjects.
Expertly leveled text combines with bold images to engage young
readers. Key concepts are explained using relatable examples,
allowing children to build comprehension and fluency skills as they
build their knowledge of STEAM topics. An inquiry-based activity
in each book helps children understand how STEAM subjects
overlap, and encourages creative problem solving, perseverance,
collaboration, and other essential skills. Educator support features
are provided in each book, including high-frequency and academic

word lists and question prompts to build critical thinking and
comprehension skills. The books are useful as read-alouds in Early
Learning and Kindergarten, and for individual or group instruction in
grades one and two.
A free teacher’s guide is available for download from Crabtree
Publishing’s website. In addition, supplemental digital content and
activities that reinforce and extend key series concepts are available
on the Crabtree Plus website through a link printed inside each book.

Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 20.32 cm
BISAC: JUVENILE NON-FICTION / Readers / Beginner (JNF045000)

Full STEAM Ahead! - Arts in Action
TITLE
Creating Art Together
The Five Parts of Art

ISBN (HB - $34.95 )
9780778764359
9780778764366

ISBN (PB - $12.95)
9780778764601
9780778764618

ALSO AVAILABLE

TITLE
ISBN PB
Artists Use Tools 9780778762683
How Do Artists 9780778762690
Tell Stories

TITLE
Creating Colors
Making Art from
Anything

ISBN PB
9780778762706
9780778762904

Full STEAM Ahead! - Engineering Everywhere
TITLE
Testing with Models
What Is the Best Solution?

ISBN (HB - $34.95) ISBN (PB - $12.95)
9780778764083
9780778764588
9780778764090
9780778764595

ALSO AVAILABLE

TITLE
ISBN PB
Engineering in My 9780778762508
Community
How Do Engineers 9780778762515
Solve Problems

TITLE
Mistakes Help
Us Learn
What Does an
Engineer Do?

ISBN PB
9780778762522
9780778762676

Full STEAM Ahead! - Math Matters
TITLE
I See 3-D
Place Value at Playtime
TITLE
Building Tens
with My Friends
Building with
Shapes
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ISBN (HB - $34.95) ISBN (PB - $12.95)
9780778764373
9780778764663
9780778764380
9780778764670

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN PB
TITLE
ISBN PB
9780778762911 Skip Counting My 9780778762935
Way to School
9780778762928 Subtraction in
9780778763116
Action
All prices include GST
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Full STEAM Ahead! - Science Starters
TITLE
ISBN (HB - $34.95) ISBN (PB - $12.95)
The Right Material for the Job 9780778763987
9780778764397
What Makes It Move?
9780778763994
9780778764519

ALSO AVAILABLE

TITLE
ISBN PB
Day and Night 9780778762348
From Seed to 9780778762362
Pumpkin

TITLE
ISBN PB
The Four Seasons 9780778762355
The Life Cycle of 9780778762379
a Rabbit

Full STEAM Ahead! - Technology Time
TITLE
Robots at Work
Think Like a Computer Scientist
TITLE
Parts Work
Together
Technology
and You!

ISBN (HB $34.95) ISBN (PB $12.95)
9780778764069 9780778764526
9780778764076 9780778764533

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN PB
TITLE
9780778762386 Technology Then
and Now
9780778762393 What is
Technology?

ISBN PB
9780778762409
9780778762492

Be Your Best Self: Building Social-Emotional Skills
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 21.6 x 27.3cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Be Your Best Self: Building Social-Emotional Skills is
a motivating series that helps young readers understand and practice
social-emotional skills. Each inspiring book features a characterbuilding topic, such as kindness, mindfulness, gratitude, self- and
social awareness, diversity and inclusion, and conflict resolution. Using
relatable experiences and challenges faced by children in their everyday
lives, each book shows how to recognize emotions, cope with stress,
and build relationships. Practical ideas and activities help children focus
on positive thinking andbehavior to become the best and happiest “self” they can be.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Health & Daily Living / Mindfulness & Meditation (JNF024130)
TITLE
Be Mindful! Be Here Now
Creating a Happy School Community

All prices include GST

ISBN
9780778767107
9780778767114
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TITLE
Kindness is Cool!
The Power of Gratitude

ISBN
9780778767183
9780778767190
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Ours to Share: Co-Existing
in a Crowded World

ISBN: 9781459816343

Author: Kari Jones | Collection: Orca Footprints
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Hardback | Pages: 48 | Size: 20.32 x 24.13 cm
RRP: $34.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: There are almost eight billion people alive today. Having that
many people in the world puts pressure on both social and natural resources,
and we have to ask ourselves difficult questions like, What is our fair share? And
how do we share more equitably? Ours to Share starts by giving an overview of human population growth,
from the time when there were only a few hundred thousand people until now. The book goes on to examine
some of the inequities that happen between people when natural and social resources are stressed and
provides examples of people who have found innovative ways to share more equitably with their neighbors.
The book also examines the impact our expanding population has had on other species. Finally, the book
offers suggestions for actions kids can take to better the world from their own home, school and community.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / People & Places (JNF038000)
TITLE
A Fair Deal
Better Together
Deep Roots
Dive In
Every Last Drop
Going Wild
Home Sweet Neighborhood
Let’s Eat
What’s The Buzz

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN
9781459810433
9781459813007
9781459805828
9781459815865
9781459802230
9781459812871
9781459816916
9781459809390
9781459809604

TITLE
Pocket Change
Take Shelter
Talk Trash
Pedal It (HB)
Pedal It (PB) $22.95
Brilliant (HB)
Brilliant (PB) $22.95
Down to Earth (HB)
Down to Earth (PB) $22.95

ISBN
9781459809666
9781459807426
9781459806924
9781459802193
9781459812154
9781459802216
9781459812147
9781459804234
9781459814127

Epic Animal Journeys
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Animal migrations are some of the most epic journeys
on Earth, with some traveling thousands of miles and overcoming
extreme obstacles. This engaging series examines extraordinary animal
migrations on land, in water, and by air, as well as some unusual or
unintended journeys made by invasive species or animals wandering far
from their usual habitats. Each book highlights surprising facts about each
animal’s journey and examines how humans impact their routes. Free
downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals (JNF003000)
TITLE
Epic Migrations by Air
Epic Migrations by Land
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ISBN
TITLE
9780778763710 Epic Migrations by Water
9780778763727 Unusual Animal Journeys

ISBN
9780778763734
9780778763789

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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Leaving My Homeland: After the Journey
Author: Various Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: A refugee’s journey does not end after they escape
conflict, persecution, and displacement in their home country. Adjusting
to their lives in their new homes—whether temporary or permanent—is
a new journey. Continuing the stories of six fictional refugees featured
in the award-winning Leaving My Homeland series, After the Journey
is a thoughtful and important look at how refugee children and their
families face and overcome challenges after fleeing their homelands.
Each fictional story is interwoven with accessible, nonfiction text, which
updates readers on the current conflict in that country and ways in which new countries offer support to
newcomers. Discussion prompts at the end of each book support understanding and encourage critical
thinking. Includes Teacher’s Guide.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / People & Places / General (JNF038000)
TITLE
Hoping For a Home After El
Salvador
Hoping For a Home After Nigeria
Returning to Colombia

ISBN
TITLE
9780778765004 My New Home After Iran

ISBN
9780778765011

9780778765028 My New Home After Somalia
9780778764984 My New Home After the Congo

9780778765035
9780778764991

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE Leaving My Homeland: After the Journey SERIES

Returning to Guatemala
Returning to Afghanistan
My New Home After Yemen

9780778749998 My New Home After Syria
9780778749912 My New Home After Iraq
9780778749905 My New Home After Myanmar

9780778749899
9780778749882
9780778749875

ALSO AVAILABLE - Leaving My Homeland SERIES - RRP: $14.95 ea

A Refugee’s Journey from...
TITLE
ISBN
Myanmar
9780778736813
South Sudan
9780778736998
Syria
9780778731849
Afghanistan
9780778731290
Congo
9780778731566
Somalia
9780778736981

All prices include GST

TITLE
Nigeria
Colombia
Bhutan
Guatemala
Yemen

ISBN
9780778746997
9780778736783
9780778746904
9780778736790
9780778737001

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

TITLE
Iraq
Eritrea
Ukraine
El Salvador
Iran

ISBN
9780778731573
9780778746973
9780778747000
9780778746911
9780778746980
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The Human Path Across the Continents
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Format: Paperback
Pages: 32 | Size: 21.59 x 27.94 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: This innovative and creative series gives readers an
understanding of the connection between humans and their environments
by examining various travel routes and modes of transportation across
the continents. Each book studies human and physical geography giving
examples of how the varied ways that people travel in different cities and
countries suits their physical environments. Along the way, readers will also
learn about the varied cultures and economies in our global community.
Free downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / People & Places / General (JNF038000)
(Pathways Through...)
TITLE
ISBN
TITLE
Africa
9780778766445 Europe
Antarctica 9780778766452 North America

ISBN
9780778766483
9780778766490

TITLE
Australia
Asia
South America

ISBN
9780778766476
9780778766469
9780778766506

Animals Back from the Brink
Author: Various
Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Informative and up to date, this bold series explains how
different animals around the world, once on the brink of extinction, are
now surviving and thriving. Detailed analysis examines the reasons the
animals were threatened, the impact of humans on natural environments,
and the strategies—both successful and unsuccessful—that were put
in place to help the species recover. Each book discusses long-term
monitoring of the animals and whether the same solution can be applied
to other species. Appealing images combine with useful maps, details on
recovery plans, and profiles of the people involved. Includes Teacher’s Guide.
A link printed inside each book give readers access to Crabtree Plus, a secure website with supplemental
digital content.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / Endangered (JNF003270)
TITLE (Bring Back the...) ISBN
TITLE (Bring Back the...) ISBN
Black-Footed Ferret
9780778763246 Snow Leopard
9780778763277
Lesser Long-Nosed Bat 9780778763253 Mountain Gorilla
9780778763260
American Alligator
Giant Panda
Humpback Whale
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ALSO AVAILABLE

9780778749073 Gray Wolf
9780778749080 Grizzly Bear
9780778749387 Whooping Crane

9780778749097
9780778749103
9780778749394
All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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Wildlife in the City
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 32 | Size: 21.6 x 27.3 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Wildlife plays a vital role in urban ecosystems. This
unique series investigates the wild and semi-wild animals that live among
and around us. They live in our parks, backyards, woodlands, and on the
edges of human spaces. Some even invade our homes. Special illustrated
spreads focus on the specific anatomy, adaptations, and skills of key
species, as well as the threats to their existence. Readers will also learn
how biologists study urban animals and how cities deal with animal control.
Free downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals (JNF003000)
TITLE
Abandoned and Escaped Animals
Animals on the Outskirts

ISBN
9780778766964
9780778766971

TITLE
Backyard Dwellers
Habitat Clashes

ISBN
9780778767046
9780778767053

UN Sustainable Development Goals
Author: Various | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 20.32 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Today, 1.8 billion people are part of the largest generation
of youth in history—making them a powerful group of change-makers who
can take action to solve global problems. Supporting the C3 Framework,
this empowering series informs young readers about the United Nation’s
2030 Sustainable Development Goals. Accessible text examines issues
around the world and explains the goals that have been set to meet these
challenges. Profiles of youth-led and other collaborative movements
inspire readers to accept their roles as global citizens. By recognizing the
influence young people can have when they participate, readers will be
empowered to take informed action of their own. Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / Environmental Conservation & Protection (JNF037020)
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Social Topics / Prejudice & Racism (JNF053140)
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Social Topics / Homelessness & Poverty (JNF053070)
TITLE (Taking Action...)
For Responsible Growth
To Help the Environment

All prices include GST

ISBN
9780778766612
9780778766643

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

TITLE (Taking Action...) ISBN
To Achieve Equality
9780778766629
To End Poverty
9780778766636
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Mission: Code (Alternator Books ®)
Author: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.14 x 22.86 cm
RRP: $16.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Dive into the fascinating world of coding languages! These
titles walk new programmers through the basics of creating their own code.
Hands-on learn-to-code activities accessed through an online Page Plus link
add to the fun!
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Computers / Programming
(JNF012040)
TITLE
Mission HTML
Mission JavaScript

ISBN
9781541573734
9781541573741

TITLE
Mission Python
Mission Ruby

ISBN
9781541573758
9781541573765

Lightning Bolt Books ® — Military Machines
Author: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 24 | Size: 19 x 26 cm
RRP: $14.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: How do airplanes land on a ship? How fast can fighter
jets fly? Readers will love learning about popular military machines.
Lively and informative text describes the vehicles’ parts, history, and the
machines in action.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Media Studies (JNF060000)
TITLE
How Aircraft Carriers Work
How Drones Work
How Submarines Work

ISBN
9781541574540
9781541574557
9781541574588

TITLE
How Fighter Jets Work
How Military Helicopters Work
How Tanks Work

ISBN
9781541574564
9781541574571
9781541574595

Searchlight Books ™ — New Frontiers of Space
Author: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.14 x 22.86 cm
RRP: $16.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: Examine the most up-to-date findings gleaned in our
quest to understand the universe! Learn cutting-edge information about
space discoveries ranging from black holes to space tourism. In each
book, a Page Plus QR link leads to a 3D-printer-friendly model from
NASA.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature / Astronomy (JNF051040)
TITLE (Cutting-Edge...)
Black Holes Research
Astronaut Training
Space Tourism
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ISBN
9781541574830
9781541574823
9781541574861

TITLE (Cutting-Edge...)
Hubble Telescope Data
Journey to Mars
SpaceX News

ISBN
9781541574847
9781541574854
9781541574878

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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Debunk It! Fake News Edition

ISBN: 9781942186595

Author: John Grant
Publisher: Zest Books | Release Date: 01/02/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 296 | Size: 12.7 x 19.05 cm
RRP: $25.95
DESCRIPTION: We live in an era of misinformation. Updated to include a chapter on
fake news, this book is a guide to critical thinking for young readers looking to find
some clarity in a confusing world.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION / Social Science / Politics & Government (YAN052040)

Searchlight Books ™ — Fake News
Author: Various | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Release Date: 01/02/2020 | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.14 x 22.86 cm
RRP: $16.95 ea
DESCRIPTION: These guides define types of fake news and explore how
they affect politics and history. Readers will learn how to spot and react to
misleading articles. Page Plus QR codes link to additional examples online,
where readers can apply their skills.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Media Studies (JNF060000)
TITLE
ISBN
What Are Conspiracy Theories? 9781541574724
What Are Hoaxes & Lies?
9781541574731

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

TITLE
What Is Propaganda?
What Are Satire & Parody?

ISBN
9781541574755
9781541574748
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